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All investments are not equal, and knowing what to invest in, when to 

INVEST�IN�IT�AND�HOW�MUCH�TO�INVEST�ARE�DIFÚCULT�QUESTIONS�TO�ANSWER��
A Guide to Investment addresses the issues and challenges that affect 

investors and provides guidance on how to preserve and grow your 

ASSETS�IN�THESE�CHALLENGING�ECONOMIC�TIMES�

Everybody has investment goals, from the old adage of saving for a rainy 

DAY�TO�PLANNING�A�COMFORTABLE�RETIREMENT��)TmS�IMPORTANT�TO�DEÚNE�YOUR�
investment goals at the outset, as the choice of investments will vary 

DEPENDING�ON�WHAT�THEY�ARE��!S�YOUR�LIFE�CHANGES�OVER�TIME�ITmS�IMPORTANT�
TO�ENSURE�THAT�YOUR�ÚNANCIAL�OBJECTIVES�CONTINUE�TO�MEET�YOUR�NEEDS��

/NCE�YOU�HAVE�DEÚNED�YOUR�INVESTMENT�GOALS��KNOWING�WHAT�TYPE�
of investment to choose will very much depend on your personal 

CIRCUMSTANCES��YOUR�ATTITUDE�TO�RISK�AND�A�NUMBER�OF�OTHER�FACTORS��

3TARTING�A�SERIOUS�LONGTERM�SAVINGS�PROJECT�CAN�BE�DAUNTING��SO�IT�IS�
essential that you receive professional advice on the best plans and 

FUNDS�TO�CHOOSE��/UR�APPROACH�TO�HELPING�YOU�GROW�YOUR�WEALTH�TAKES�
ACCOUNT�OF�BUSINESS��PERSONAL�AND�FAMILY�CIRCUMSTANCES��!S�WELL�AS�
your available assets, other important factors we take into account 

ARE�TAX�CONSIDERATIONS��YOUR�ÚNANCIAL�LIABILITIES�AND�YOUR�RETIREMENT�
PLANNING��)F�NECESSARY��WE�WILL�DRAW�ON�THE�KNOWLEDGE�OF�OTHER�EXPERTS�
TO�ADVISE�YOU�q�FOR�EXAMPLE��IF�YOU�WANT�TO�OPTIMISE�YOUR�TAX�POSITION�

Content of this guide is for your general information and use only and is not intended to address your particular 

REQUIREMENTS��4HEY�SHOULD�NOT�BE�RELIED�UPON�IN�THEIR�ENTIRETY�AND�SHALL�NOT�BE�DEEMED�TO�BE��OR�CONSTITUTE��ADVICE��
Although endeavours have been made to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no guarantee that 

SUCH�INFORMATION�IS�ACCURATE�AS�OF�THE�DATE�IT�IS�RECEIVED�OR�THAT�IT�WILL�CONTINUE�TO�BE�ACCURATE�IN�THE�FUTURE��.O�
individual or company should act upon such information without receiving appropriate professional advice after a 

THOROUGH�EXAMINATION�OF�THEIR�PARTICULAR�SITUATION��7E�CANNOT�ACCEPT�RESPONSIBILITY�FOR�ANY�LOSS�AS�A�RESULT�OF�ACTS�
OR�OMISSIONS�TAKEN�IN�RESPECT�OF�ANY�ARTICLES��4HE�PENSION�AND�TAX�RULES�ARE�SUBJECT�TO�CHANGE�BY�THE�'OVERNMENT��
4AX�RELIEFS�AND�STATE�BENEÚTS�REFERRED�TO�ARE�THOSE�CURRENTLY�APPLYING��4HEIR�VALUE�DEPENDS�ON�YOUR�INDIVIDUAL�

CIRCUMSTANCES��4HE�PERFORMANCE�OF�THE�INVESTMENT�FUNDS�WILL�HAVE�AN�IMPACT�ON�THE�AMOUNT�OF�INCOME�YOU�RECEIVE��
)F�THE�INVESTMENTS�PERFORM�POORLY��THE�LEVEL�OF�INCOME�MAY�NOT�BE�SUSTAINABLE�

WelcOme
!�'5)$%�4/�).6%34-%.4

This is a general guide designed to help you think about 

wealth creation. It does not provide specific advice. If you 

are unsure of your financial position or about which type 

of approach is right for you, please contact us for further 

information and we can help you develop a financial plan that 

will benefit you and your family for generations.
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Welcome

A Guide to Investment 

Developing an investment strategy

7HAT�DO�YOU�WANT�TO�ACHIEVE�FROM�
your investments? 

Surviving investment volatility

Resisting the temptation to make 

SHORTTERM�ADJUSTMENTS�

Investment diversification

Protecting your money from adverse 

market conditions 

Asset allocation

Risk is an implicit aspect to investing

Taking a long-term view

Remember your reasons for investing 

IN�THE�ÚRST�PLACE�

Smoothing out your 

portfolio’s returns

Increasing the long-term value of 

your investments 

Investment focus

7HICH�STYLE�WORKS�BEST�FOR�YOU��

Pooled investment schemes

Investing in one or more 

asset classes

Open-ended investment funds 

!CTING�IN�THE�INVESTORSm�BEST�INTERESTS�
at all times 

Open-ended investment companies

Expanding and contracting in 

response to demand

Unit trusts

Participating in a wider range 

of investments 

Investment trusts

2EÛECTING�POPULARITY�IN�THE�MARKET�

Investment bonds 

A range of funds for the medium- to 

long-term 

Individual Savings Accounts

!�TAXEFÚCIENT�WRAPPER�FOR�YOUR�
fund choices 

Offshore bonds

5TILISING�TAX�DEFERRAL�BENEÚTS�TO�
minimise tax liabilities 

Investing for income

Safeguarding your money at a time 

of low interest rates 

Socially responsible investing

.OT�SACRIÚCING�YOUR�LIFE�PRINCIPLES�
in exchange for chasing the best 

ÚNANCIAL�RETURNS�

Venture Capital Trusts

7EALTHIER�INVESTORS�TAKING�A�
long-term view 

Enterprise Investment Schemes

Attractive tax breaks as part of a 

DIVERSIÚED�INVESTMENT�PORTFOLIO 
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7HATEVER�YOUR�NEEDS��WE�CAN�HELP��9OU�MAY�WISH�TO�

entrust the entire wealth management process to us, 

or make the investment decisions yourself and still 

LEVERAGE�OUR�EXTENSIVE�SERVICES�AND�EXPERTISE�

Developing an investment strategy requires that 

YOU�CLEARLY�DEÚNE�THE�SHORT��MEDIUM�AND�LONGTERM�

RATIONAL�FOR�YOUR�PORTFOLIO��

Questions that should be considered are: 

Q:�7HAT�ARE�THE�INVESTMENT�OBJECTIVES�OF�

your portfolio?

Q: 7HAT�APPROPRIATE�INVESTMENT�STRATEGIES�WILL�

ACHIEVE�THESE�OBJECTIVES�

Q:�7HAT�IS�YOUR�ATTITUDE�TO�RISK�TOLERANCE�RELATIVE�TO�

YOUR�OBJECTIVES�

Q: 7HAT�IS�YOUR�TIME�HORIZON�FOR�ACHIEVING�

YOUR�OBJECTIVES�

A clear road map

$EÚNING�YOUR�INVESTMENT�OBJECTIVES�WILL�PROVIDE�A�

clear road map for developing the proper investment 

STRATEGY��WITH�THE�CORRECT�BALANCE�OF�RISK�

4HERE�ARE�DIFFERENT�TYPES�OF�RISK�INVOLVED�WITH�

INVESTING��SO�ITmS�IMPORTANT�TO�ÚND�OUT�WHAT�THEY�ARE�

AND�THINK�ABOUT�HOW�MUCH�RISK�YOUmRE�WILLING�TO�TAKE��

It all depends on your attitude to risk (how much risk 

you are prepared to take) and what you are trying to 

ACHIEVE�WITH�YOUR�INVESTMENTS��

Investment considerations

It is important for you to establish the general 

PURPOSE�FOR�CREATING�THE�INVESTMENT�PORTFOLIO��

Such analysis should be undertaken:

p��(OW�MUCH�CAN�YOU�AFFORD�TO�INVEST�

p��(OW�LONG�CAN�YOU�AFFORD�TO�BE�WITHOUT�THE�MONEY��

� YOUmVE�INVESTED��MOST�INVESTMENT�PRODUCTS�SHOULD��

� BE�HELD�FOR�AT�LEAST�ÚVE�YEARS	�

p��7HAT�DO�YOU�WANT�YOUR�INVESTMENT�TO�PROVIDE�q

 capital growth (your original investment to   

 increase), income or both?

p��(OW�MUCH�RISK�AND�WHAT�SORT�OF�RISK�ARE�YOU��

 prepared to take?

p��$O�YOU�WANT�TO�SHARE�COSTS�AND�RISKS�WITH�� �

 other investors (by using a pooled investment, 

 for example)?

p��)F�YOU�DECIDE�TO�INVEST�USING�POOLED�INVESTMENTS���

 consider which type would be most suitable  

� FOR�YOU��4HE�MAIN�DIFFERENCES�BETWEEN�POOLED��

 investments are the way they pay tax and the  

 risks they involve (especially investment trusts  

� AND�WITHPROÚT�FUNDS	��7HAT�ARE�THE�TAX�BENEÚT��

 implications, what tax will you pay and can you  

 reduce it?

Investment objectives

9OU�MAY�BE�LOOKING�FOR�AN�INVESTMENT�TO�PROVIDE�

MONEY�FOR�A�SPECIÚC�PURPOSE�IN�THE�FUTURE��

Alternatively, you might want an investment to 

PROVIDE�EXTRA�INCOME��3O�HAVING�DECIDED�THAT�YOU�ARE�

in a position to invest, the next thing to think about 

IS��l7HAT�AM�)�INVESTING�FOR�m�9OUR�ANSWER�WILL�HELP�

you to choose the most suitable type of investment 

FOR�YOU��)F�YOU�HAVE�A�PARTICULAR�GOAL��YOU�WILL�NEED�TO�

think about how much you can afford and how long it 

MIGHT�TAKE�YOU�TO�ACHIEVE�YOUR�GOAL��

9OU�MAY�HAVE�A�LUMP�SUM�TO�INVEST�THAT�YOU�WOULD�

like to see grow or from which you wish to draw 

AN�INCOME��%QUALLY��YOU�MAY�DECIDE�TO�INVEST�IN�

instalments (for example, on a monthly basis) with a 

VIEW�TO�BUILDING�UP�A�LUMP�SUM�

7HAT�DO�YOU�WANT�TO�ACHIEVE�FROM�YOUR�INVESTMENTS�

DevelOpInG An 
Investment strAteGy
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Risk return trade-off

4HROUGH�A�BALANCING�PROCESS�OF�THE�POTENTIAL�RISK�

RETURN�TRADEOFF��YOUR�PORTFOLIO�OBJECTIVES�CAN�BE�

ACHIEVED��!LL�INVESTMENT�STRATEGIES�USED�TO�ACHIEVE�

THE�OBJECTIVES�MUST�FOCUS�ON�THESE�TWO�IMPORTANT�

PORTFOLIO�ELEMENTS��lRISK�AND�RETURNm�

4HE�BEST�INVESTMENT�STRATEGY�IS�THE�ONE�THAT�

ACHIEVES�YOUR�OBJECTIVES�WITH�THE�CORRECT�BALANCE�

of the risk return trade-off, viewed over the proper 

DURATION�OR�TIME�HORIZON��4HE�ASSET�CLASS��WHICH�HAS�

historically provided higher returns over the long- 

TERM�RISK�ADJUSTED��IS�EQUITIES��FOLLOWED�BY�BONDS��

%QUITIES�CONTAIN�THE�HIGHEST�DEGREE�OF�RISK�VOLATILITY��

(OWEVER��THE�LONGER�THE�DURATION�OR�TIME�HORIZON�FOR�

EQUITIES��THE�LOWER�THE�POTENTIAL�FOR�VOLATILITY�

Investors typically hedge against volatility through 

an asset allocation across a diverse range of asset 

CLASSES�AND�STRATEGIES��!�COMBINATION�OF�THESE�

different asset classes and strategies should achieve 

the investment returns for investors relative to 

THEIR�OBJECTIVES�

Delivering higher returns

9OUR�INVESTMENT�GOALS�SHOULD�DETERMINE�YOUR�

investment strategy and the time question 

‘how long have I got before I need to spend the 

MONEY�m�IS�CRUCIAL�

Generally, the longer it is before you need your 

money, the greater the amount of risk you are able to 

TAKE�IN�THE�EXPECTATION�OF�GREATER�REWARD��4HE�VALUE�

of shares goes up and down in the short term and 

THIS�CAN�BE�VERY�DIFÚCULT�TO�PREDICT��BUT�LONG�TERM�

THEY�CAN�BE�EXPECTED�TO�DELIVER�HIGHER�RETURNS��4HE�

SAME�IS�TRUE�TO�A�LESSER�EXTENT�OF�BONDS��/NLY�CASH�

OFFERS�CERTAINTY�IN�THE�SHORT�TERM�

Broadly speaking, you can invest in shares for the 

LONG�TERM��ÚXED�INTEREST�SECURITIES�FOR�THE�MEDIUM�

TERM�AND�CASH�FOR�THE�SHORT�TERM�

‘Lifestyle’ your investments

As the length of time you have shortens, you can 

CHANGE�YOUR�TOTAL�RISK�BY�ADJUSTING�THE�lASSET�MIXm�OF�

your investments – for example, by gradually moving 

FROM�SHARE�INVESTMENTS�INTO�BONDS�AND�CASH��)T�IS�

OFTEN�POSSIBLE�TO�CHOOSE�AN�OPTION�TO�lLIFESTYLEm�YOUR�

investments, which is where your mix of assets is 

RISKADJUSTED�TO�REÛECT�YOUR�AGE�AND�THE�TIME�YOU�

HAVE�BEFORE�YOU�WANT�TO�SPEND�YOUR�MONEY�

Income can be in the form of interest or share 

DIVIDENDS��)F�YOU�TAKE�AND�SPEND�THIS�INCOME��

your investments will grow more slowly than if 

YOU�LET�IT�BUILD�UP�BY�REINVESTING�IT��"Y�NOT�TAKING�

income you will earn interest on interest and the 

REINVESTED�DIVIDENDS�SHOULD�INCREASE�THE�SIZE�OF�

your investment, which may then generate further 

GROWTH��4HIS�IS�CALLED�lCOMPOUNDINGm��

Defining your 
investment 

objectives will 
provide a clear 

road map for 
developing 
the proper 

investment 
strategy, with 

the correct 
balance of risk.

The performance of your investments could make 

a critical difference to your financial wellbeing in 

the future, so receiving reliable and professional 

financial advice is essential. Please contact us to 

discuss your particular situation.
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2ESISTING�THE�TEMPTATION�TO�MAKE�SHORTTERM�ADJUSTMENTS

sUrvIvInG Investment vOlAtIlIty

Some investors may have had a roller-coaster ride in 

RECENT�YEARS��!�MARKET�FALL�CAN�HAPPEN�AT�ANY�TIME��

)N�YEARS�PAST��THEYmVE�BEEN�TRIGGERED�BY�NATURAL�

disasters, oil price spikes, wars, bank collapses – and 

NOW�THEREmS�THE�EUROZONE�DEBT�CRISIS��4HE�REALITY�IS�

that market swings happen often, and when they do, 

IT�CAN�BE�UNSETTLING�FOR�MANY�INVESTORS�

Resist the temptation

.OTHING�IGNITES�THE�FEAR�OF�LOSING�ONEmS�HARD

EARNED�MONEY�LIKE�A�SHORTTERM�MARKET�CORRECTION��

A natural reaction to that fear might be to reduce 

or eliminate any exposure to the stocks, thinking 

IT�WILL�STEM�FURTHER�LOSSES�AND�CALM�YOUR�FEARS��"UT�

DISCIPLINED�INVESTORS�TYPICALLY�DO�JUST�THE�OPPOSITE��

THEY�TRY�TO�MAINTAIN�AN�APPROPRIATE��DIVERSIÚED�MIX�

of investments and resist the temptation to make 

SHORTTERM�ADJUSTMENTS��4HE�SIMPLE�TRUTH�IS�THAT�

VOLATILITY�IS�A�FACT�OF�INVESTING�LIFE�AND�YOUmRE�OFTEN�

better served staying in the markets over the long 

TERM�THAN�PULLING�OUT��

(EREmS�WHY��AND�HOW��YOU�CAN�DO�IT�

Tolerance for risk

Understandably, some investors may overreact to 

SHORTTERM�MARKET�VOLATILITY�THAT�ISNmT�USUALLY�RELEVANT�

TO�THEIR�LONGTERM�GOALS��9OUR�TIME�HORIZON��GOALS�

and tolerance for risk are key factors in helping to 

ensure you have an investment strategy that works 

FOR�YOU��9OUR�TIME�HORIZON�IS�THE�NUMBER�OF�YEARS�

UNTIL�YOU�WILL�BEGIN�TO�USE�WHAT�YOUmVE�INVESTED��

9OUR�TOLERANCE�FOR�RISK�SHOULD�TAKE�INTO�ACCOUNT�YOUR�

BROADER�ÚNANCIAL�SITUATION�SUCH�AS�YOUR�SAVINGS��

INCOME�AND�DEBT�q�AND�HOW�YOU�FEEL�ABOUT�IT�ALL��

Looking at the whole picture can help you determine 

whether your strategy should be aggressive, 

CONSERVATIVE�OR�SOMEWHERE�IN�BETWEEN�

Set realistic expectations 

If you are nervous when the market goes down, 

YOU�MAY�NOT�BE�IN�THE�RIGHT�INVESTMENTS��%VEN�IF�

YOUR�TIME�HORIZON�IS�LONG�ENOUGH�TO�WARRANT�A�MORE�

aggressive portfolio, you have to be comfortable with 

THE�SHORTTERM�UPS�AND�DOWNS�YOUmLL�ENCOUNTER��)F�

WATCHING�YOUR�BALANCES�ÛUCTUATE�IS�TOO�NERVERACKING�

for you, think about re-evaluating your investment 

MIX�TO�ÚND�ONE�THAT�FEELS�RIGHT��"UT�BE�WARY�OF�BEING�

too conservative, especially if you have a long time 

UNTIL�YOU�NEED�THE�MONEY��3ET�REALISTIC�EXPECTATIONS��

TOO��4HAT�WAY�IT�MAY�BE�EASIER�TO�STICK�WITH�YOUR�

LONGTERM�INVESTMENT�STRATEGY�

Extreme market volatility

4HE�KEY�TO�LONGTERM�INVESTMENT�SUCCESS�IS�HAVING�A�

BALANCE�TO�YOUR�INVESTMENTS��(AVING�ALL�OF�YOUR�MONEY�

invested in one asset class can be a very high-risk 

APPROACH���/NE�OF�THE�MOST�IMPORTANT�THINGS�YOU�CAN�

do to help protect your portfolio from volatility and 

DOWN�MARKETS�IS�TO�DIVERSIFY��7HILE�IT�WONmT�GUARANTEE�

THAT�YOU�WONmT�HAVE�LOSSES��IT�CAN�HELP�LIMIT�THEM��

It was put to the test during the extreme market 

VOLATILITY�DURING�THE�GLOBAL�CREDIT�CRISIS�IN�������

Core asset classes

So how do you diversify? First, consider spreading 

your investments among at least the three core asset 

CLASSES��STOCKS��BONDS�AND�SHORTTERM�INVESTMENTS��

9OU�MAY�ALSO�WANT�TO�INCLUDE�OTHER�ASSETS�THAT�ARE�

not always closely correlated with the core asset 

CLASSES��4HEN��TO�HELP�OFFSET�RISK�EVEN�MORE��DIVERSIFY�

THE�INVESTMENTS�WITHIN�EACH�ASSET�CLASS��#HECK�
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sUrvIvInG Investment vOlAtIlIty

where your funds are invested, and spread holdings 

OVER�DIFFERENT�SECTORS�AND�GEOGRAPHICAL�AREAS��

Review the balance of your assets: are you exposed 

TO�TOO�MUCH�OR�TOO�LITTLE�RISK��9OU�SHOULD�ALSO�CHECK�

TO�SEE�IF�NEW�ASSET�ALLOCATIONS�MATCH�YOUR�RISK�PROÚLE�

Smooth out risk

Attempting to move in and out of the market can be 

COSTLY��PARTICULARLY�BECAUSE�A�SIGNIÚCANT�PORTION�OF�

THE�MARKETmS�GAINS�OVER�TIME�HAVE�TENDED�TO�COME�

IN�CONCENTRATED�PERIODS��-ANY�OF�THE�BEST�PERIODS�

to invest in stocks have been those environments 

THAT�WERE�AMONG�THE�MOST�UNNERVING��$RIPFEEDING�

money into investments at regular intervals can 

allow investors to smooth out risk through ‘pound-

COST�AVERAGINGm��4HIS�REQUIRES�YOU�TO�INVEST�IN�

all conditions, thereby helping to avoid the poor 

decisions that some people may make when trying 

TO�SECONDGUESS�THE�MARKET��7HEN�THE�MARKET�FALLS��

your payment will buy more shares or units in a 

FUND�SO�YOUmLL�HAVE�A�BIGGER�HOLDING�AT�THE�POINT�

MARKETS�RECOVER�

The right mix 

Look at the type of investment funds you hold and 

make sure they are best placed to give you some 

PROTECTION�IF�MARKETS�FALL��BUT�ALSO�TO�BENEÚT�WHEN�

THEY�RISE��'OOD�QUALITY�ÚXEDINTEREST�FUNDS�ARE�LIKELY�

to be relatively stable, whereas equity funds can 

be more volatile, so if appropriate to your particular 

situation, you could consider holding a combination 

IN�THE�RIGHT�MIX�FOR�YOU�

Protecting your money from adverse market conditions

Investment 
DIversIfIcAtIOn

sO WhAt DO 
I DO WIth my 
mOney? stArt 
tAkInG ActIOn. 
BUIlD A mOre 
DynAmIc, 
DIverse 
pOrtfOlIO 
BAseD On 
yOUr GOAls, 
yOUr 
Investment 
tIme hOrIzOn 
AnD AppetIte 
fOr rIsk.

4ODAYmS�MARKETS�ARE�AS�UNCERTAIN�AS�EVER��"UT�THERE�IS�

ONE�CERTAINTY�q�THE�FUTURE�IS�COMING��)T�MAY�NO�LONGER�

be enough to simply preserve what you have today; 

YOU�ALSO�HAVE�TO�BUILD�WHAT�YOU�WILL�NEED�FOR�TOMORROW��

7HEN�DECIDING�WHETHER�TO�INVEST��IT�IS�IMPORTANT�THAT�

any investment vehicle matches your feelings and 

PREFERENCES�IN�RELATION�TO�INVESTMENT�RISK�AND�RETURN�

Recent market volatility has left investors feeling 

uncertain and many have stepped away from investing 

IN�THE�STOCK�MARKETS��"UT�NOT�ALL�STOCKS�AND�SHARES�ARE�

THE�SAME��&OR�THOSE�SEEKING�LONGTERM�TOTAL�RETURNS��

there still are some high-quality companies – at 

attractive prices – offering the potential to grow 

WEALTH�OVER�TIME��

Long-range financial goals

$IVERSIÚCATION�IS�A�TERM�THAT�CAN�BE�SUMMED�

UP�WITH�THIS�PHRASE��l$ONmT�PUT�ALL�YOUR�EGGS�IN�

ONE�BASKETm��$IVERSIÚCATION�IS�A�TECHNIQUE�THAT�

reduces risk by allocating investments among 

VARIOUS�ÚNANCIAL�INSTRUMENTS��INDUSTRIES�AND�

OTHER�CATEGORIES��)T�AIMS�TO�MAXIMISE�RETURN�BY�

investing in different areas that would each react 

DIFFERENTLY�TO�THE�SAME�EVENT��$IVERSIÚCATION�IS�THE�

most important component of reaching long-range 

ÚNANCIAL�GOALS�WHILE�MINIMISING�RISK�

(ENCE�YOUR�ASSET�ALLOCATION�NEEDS�TO�BE�

COMMENSURATE�WITH�YOUR�ATTITUDE�TO�RISK��!NOTHER�

KEY�QUESTION�TO�ASK�YOURSELF�IS��l(OW�COMFORTABLE�

would I be facing a short-term loss in order to have 

THE�OPPORTUNITY�TO�MAKE�LONGTERM�GAINS�m�)F�YOUR�

answer is that you are not prepared to take any risk 

whatsoever, then investing in the stock market 

IS�NOT�FOR�YOU�

We can help you make informed decisions about the 

investment choices that are right for you by assessing 

your life priorities, goals and attitude towards risk for 

return. Any number of changing circumstances could 

cause your wealth to diminish, some inevitable and 

some unpredictable – new taxes and legislation, volatile 

markets, inflation and changes in your personal life. 

Structuring your wealth in a way that minimises the 

impact of these changes is essential. To discuss your 

requirements, please contact us.
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Risk is an implicit aspect to investing

Asset AllOcAtIOn
If you are going to invest you need to be prepared 

to take some calculated risk in the hope of greater 

REWARD��2ISK�IS�AN�IMPLICIT�ASPECT�TO�INVESTING��

shares can fall, economic conditions can change and 

COMPANIES�CAN�EXPERIENCE�VARYING�TRADING�FORTUNES��

4HE�PROCESS�OF�DECIDING�WHAT�PROPORTION�OF�YOUR�

investment portfolio should be invested in the different 

TYPES�OF�INVESTMENT�IS�CALLED�lASSET�ALLOCATIONm�

Asset classes

4HE�VARIOUS�ASSET�CLASSES�COME�WITH�DIFFERENT�LEVELS�

of risk (volatility of returns) and thus deliver different 

EXPECTED�RETURNS�OVER�THE�MEDIUM�TO�LONGTERM��

But, no one asset class always performs best over an 

INVESTMENT�PERIOD��!SSET�CLASSES�CONSIST�OF�A�GROUP�

OF�SECURITIES�WITH�VARYING�DEGREES�OF�RISK��

There are three main asset classes:

p�%QUITIES

p�"ONDS��ALSO�REFERRED�TO�AS�ÚXED�INCOME	

p�#ASH

Each asset class has different investment 

characteristics, for example, the level of risk and 

potential for delivering returns and performance in 

different market conditions

Equities

%QUITIES��ALSO�KNOWN�AS�lORDINARY�SHARESm��OR�lSHARESm	�

are issued by a public limited company, and are traded 

ON�THE�STOCKMARKET��7HEN�YOU�INVEST�IN�AN�EQUITY��YOU�

BUY�A�SHARE�IN�A�COMPANY��AND�BECOME�A�SHAREHOLDER��

Equities have the potential to make you money in 

two ways: you can receive capital growth through 

increases in the share price, or you can receive 

INCOME�IN�THE�FORM�OF�DIVIDENDS��.EITHER�OF�THESE�IS�

guaranteed and there is always the risk that the share 

PRICE�WILL�FALL�BELOW�THE�LEVEL�AT�WHICH�YOU�INVESTED�

Bonds

"ONDS�ALSO�REFERRED�TO�AS�ÚXED�INCOME�SECURITIES��

are issued by companies and governments as a 

WAY�OF�RAISING�MONEY�AND�ARE�EFFECTIVELY�AN�l)�/�5m��

Bonds provide a regular stream of income (which is 

NORMALLY�A�ÚXED�AMOUNT	�OVER�A�SPECIÚED�PERIOD�OF�

time, and promise to return investors their capital 

ON�A�SET�DATE�IN�THE�FUTURE��/NCE�BONDS�HAVE�BEEN�

ISSUED��THEYmRE�BOUGHT�AND�SOLD�BETWEEN�INVESTORS�

WITHOUT�THE�INVOLVEMENT�OF�THE�ISSUER��"ONDS�ARE�

generally considered to offer stable returns, and to 

be lower risk than equities – and hence deliver lower 

RETURNS�THAN�EQUITIES�

Cash

Cash tends to be held within a bank account where 

INTEREST�CAN�BE�GAINED��!LTERNATIVELY��CASH�FUNDS�

use their market power to get better rates of return 

on deposits than you would get in an ordinary bank 

ACCOUNT��4HEY�OFTEN�INVEST�IN�VERY�SHORTTERM�BONDS�

KNOWN�AS�lMONEY�MARKET�INSTRUMENTSm��WHICH�ARE�

ESSENTIALLY�BANKS�LENDING�MONEY�TO�EACH�OTHER��)N�

addition, cash funds can provide exposure to global 

currencies, which may not be easy to purchase on the 

OPEN�MARKET�AND�COULD�BE�COSTLY�TRANSACTIONS�

Different characteristics for risk

4HESE�ASSET�CLASSES�HAVE�DIFFERENT�CHARACTERISTICS�FOR�

RISK��7HEN�YOU�ARE�YOUNG�YOU�MAY�WANT�TO�INVEST�IN�

assets with a higher potential for growth but greater 

RISK��BECAUSE�YOU�HAVE�THE�TIME�TO�BENEÚT�FROM�THEIR�

LONGTERM�GROWTH��!S�YOU�GET�CLOSER�TO�RETIREMENT�YOU�

may want to choose more conservative investments 

THAT�ARE�STEADIER�IN�BOTH�RISK�AND�RETURN�

4HERE�IS�A�WIDE�VARIETY�OF�DIFFERENT�ASSET�CLASSES�

available to invest in and commensurate risks attached 

TO�EACH�ONE��7HILE�THESE�IMPLICIT�RISKS�CANNOT�BE�

avoided, they can be mitigated as part of the overall 

INVESTMENT�PORTFOLIO�BY�DIVERSIFYING�
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Asset AllOcAtIOn

If you put all of your eggs in one basket, you are more 

VULNERABLE�TO�RISK��$IFFERENT�INVESTMENTS�BEHAVE�IN�

DIFFERENT�WAYS�AND�ARE�SUBJECT�TO�DIFFERENT�RISKS��3AVING�

your money in a range of assets helps reduce the loss, 

SHOULD�ONE�OF�YOUR�INVESTMENTS�SUFFER�A�DOWNTURN�

A need to diversify

4HERE�IS�ALSO�A�NEED�TO�DIVERSIFY�WITHIN�EACH�TYPE�OF�

INVESTMENT��4HIS�IS�ESPECIALLY�IMPORTANT�IN�THE�CASE�

of share and bond investing, but can even be true of 

CASH��WHERE�THE�RISKS�ARE�GENERALLY�LOWEST��0UTTING�

all your money in one deposit account runs the risk 

that the interest paid on that account will change 

RELATIVE�TO�OTHER�ACCOUNTS��4HIS�COULD�MEAN�THAT�THE�

interest you receive is no longer as good as when you 

ORIGINALLY�INVESTED�

It is important to remember that all investments have 

A�DEGREE�OF�RISK��%VEN�CHOOSING�NOT�TO�INVEST�IS�RISKY��

4HE�KEY�IS�TO�GET�THE�RIGHT�BALANCE��-OST�PEOPLE�NEED�

A�MIX�OF�ASSETS�IN�ORDER�TO�ACHIEVE�THEIR�GOALS��4HE�MIX�

REQUIRED�DEPENDS�UPON�INDIVIDUAL�NEEDS�

By spreading your investments over a wide range 

of asset classes and different sectors, it is possible 

to avoid the risk that your portfolio becomes overly 

RELIANT�ON�THE�PERFORMANCE�OF�ONE�PARTICULAR�ASSET��+EY�

TO�DIVERSIÚCATION�IS�SELECTING�ASSETS�THAT�BEHAVE�IN�

DIFFERENT�WAYS��

Different ‘styles’ of investing

3OME�ASSETS�ARE�SAID�TO�BE�lNEGATIVELY�CORRELATEDm��

for instance, bonds and property often behave in 

a contrarian way to equities by offering lower, but 

LESS�VOLATILE�RETURNS��4HIS�PROVIDES�A�lSAFETY�NETm�BY�

diversifying many of the risks associated with reliance 

UPON�ONE�PARTICULAR�ASSET��)T�IS�ALSO�IMPORTANT�TO�

DIVERSIFY�ACROSS�DIFFERENT�lSTYLESm�OF�INVESTING��SUCH�AS�

growth or value investing, as well as across different 

SIZES�OF�COMPANIES��DIFFERENT�SECTORS�AND�DIFFERENT�

GEOGRAPHIC�REGIONS��

Growth stocks are held as investors believe their 

VALUE�IS�LIKELY�TO�GROW�SIGNIÚCANTLY�OVER�THE�LONG�

term, whereas value shares are held because they are 

regarded as being cheaper than the intrinsic worth 

OF�THE�COMPANIES�IN�WHICH�THEY�REPRESENT�A�STAKE��"Y�

mixing styles that can out- or under-perform under 

different economic conditions, the overall risk rating of 

THE�INVESTMENT�PORTFOLIO�IS�REDUCED��0ICKING�THE�RIGHT�

COMBINATION�OF�THESE�DEPENDS�ON�YOUR�RISK�PROÚLE��SO�

ITmS�ESSENTIAL�TO�SEEK�PROFESSIONAL�ADVICE�TO�ENSURE�THAT�

your investment portfolio is commensurate with your 

ATTITUDE�TO�INVESTMENT�RISK��

A ‘paper loss’

4HE�IMPORTANT�THING�TO�REMEMBER�WITH�INVESTMENTS�IS�

that even if your investment goes down, you will only 

ACTUALLY�MAKE�A�LOSS�IF�YOU�CASH�IT�IN�AT�THAT�TIME��7HEN�

you see your investment value fall, this is known as a 

lPAPER�LOSSm�AS�IT�IS�NOT�A�REAL�LOSS�UNTIL�YOU�SELL�

If you are going to invest, you need to be prepared 

to take some risk and to see at least some fall in the 

VALUE�OF�YOUR�INVESTMENT�

7HILE�ALL�INVESTMENTS�CARRY�AN�ELEMENT�OF�RISK��THE�

amount of risk you take directly affects any potential 

RETURNS�AND�LOSSES��'ENERALLY�SPEAKING��IF�THERE�IS�

less risk to your investment, your money will grow 

more slowly and with more risk your investment may 

ÛUCTUATE�MORE�

Currency risk

9OU�SHOULD�ALSO�BE�AWARE�OF�CURRENCY�RISK��

Currencies, for example, sterling, euros, dollars 

AND�YEN��MOVE�IN�RELATION�TO�ONE�ANOTHER��)F�YOU�ARE�

putting your money into investments in another 

country, then their value will move up and down in 

line with currency changes as well as the normal 

SHAREPRICE�MOVEMENTS�

!NOTHER�CONSIDERATION�IS�THE�RISK�OF�INÛATION��)NÛATION�

means that you will need more money in the future to 

BUY�THE�SAME�THINGS�AS�NOW��7HEN�INVESTING��THEREFORE��

BEATING�INÛATION�IS�AN�IMPORTANT�AIM��)NVESTING�IN�CASH�

MAY�NOT�BEAT�INÛATION�OVER�THE�LONG�TERM�

!LL�ÚNANCIAL�INVESTMENTS�INVOLVE�AN�ELEMENT�OF�RISK��

4HE�VALUE�OF�YOUR�INVESTMENT�AND�THE�INCOME�FROM�IT�

will vary and your initial investment amount cannot 

BE�GUARANTEED��0AST�PERFORMANCE�IS�NOT�A�GUIDE�TO�

future performance and should not be the sole factor 

OF�CONSIDERATION�WHEN�SELECTING�A�PRODUCT�

the process of 
deciding what 

proportion of your 
investment portfolio 

should be invested 
in the different 

types of investment 
is called ‘asset 

allocation’.
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Remember your reasons for 

INVESTING�IN�THE�ÚRST�PLACE�

tAkInG A 
lOnG-term 
vIeW

3TOCKMARKETS�CAN�BE�UNPREDICTABLE��4HEY�MOVE�

frequently - and sometimes sharply - in both 

DIRECTIONS��)T�IS�IMPORTANT�TO�TAKE�A�LONGTERM�VIEW�

(typically ten years or more) and remember your 

REASONS�FOR�INVESTING�IN�THE�ÚRST�PLACE��

Be prepared to view the occasional downturns simply 

as part of a long-term investment strategy, and stay 

FOCUSED�ON�YOUR�GOAL��

(ISTORICALLY�THE�LONGER�YOU�STAY�INVESTED��THE�SMALLER�

the likelihood you will lose money and the greater 

THE�CHANCE�YOU�WILL�MAKE�MONEY��/F�COURSE��ITmS�

worth remembering that past performance is not a 

guide to what might happen in the future and the 

VALUE�OF�YOUR�INVESTMENTS�CAN�GO�DOWN�AS�WELL�AS�UP�

Time to grow

Give your money as much time as possible to grow 

�AT�LEAST����YEARS�IS�BEST��9OUmLL�ALSO�BENEÚT�FROM�

lCOMPOUNDINGm��WHICH�IS�WHEN�THE�INTEREST�OR�INCOME�

ON�YOUR�ORIGINAL�CAPITAL�BEGINS�TO�EARN�AND�GROW�TOO�

Staying invested 

4HERE�WILL�BE�TIMES�OF�MARKET�VOLATILITY��-ARKET�FALLS�

ARE�A�NATURAL�FEATURE�OF�STOCKMARKET�INVESTING��$URING�

these times it is possible that emotions overcome 

sound investment decisions - it is best to stay 

FOCUSED�ON�YOUR�LONGTERM�GOALS�

Don’t try to time the market 

Resist the temptation to change your portfolio in 

RESPONSE�TO�SHORTTERM�MARKET�MOVEMENT��l4IMINGm�

the markets seldom works in practice - and can make 

IT�TOO�EASY�TO�MISS�OUT�ON�ANY�GAINS��

4HE�GOLDEN�RULE�TO�INVESTING�IS�ALLOWING�YOUR�

INVESTMENTS�SUFÚCIENT�TIME�TO�ACHIEVE�THEIR�POTENTIAL�

Be prepared 
to view the 
occasional 
downturns 
simply as 
part of a 
long-term 
investment 
strategy, 
and stay 
focused on 
your goal. 
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)N�THE�LIGHT�OF�MORE�RECENT�MARKET�VOLATILITY��ITmS�PERHAPS�

natural to be looking for ways to smooth out your 

PORTFOLIOmS�RETURNS�GOING�FORWARD��)NVESTING�REGULARLY�

CAN�SMOOTH�OUT�MARKET�HIGHS�AND�LOWS�OVER�TIME��)N�

A�ÛUCTUATING�MARKET��A�STRATEGY�KNOWN�AS�POUNDCOST�

averaging can help smooth out the effect of market 

changes on the value of your investment and is one 

way to achieve some peace of mind through this simple, 

TIMETESTED�METHOD�FOR�CONTROLLING�RISK�OVER�TIME��

It enables investors to take advantage of stock market 

corrections, and by using the theory of pound-cost 

averaging you could increase the long-term value of 

YOUR�INVESTMENTS��4HERE�ARE�HOWEVER�NO�GUARANTEES�

that the return will be greater than a lump sum 

investment and it requires discipline not to cancel 

or suspend regular Direct Debit payments if markets 

CONTINUE�TO�HEAD�DOWNWARDS�

Regular intervals

4HE�BASIC�IDEA�BEHIND�POUNDCOST�AVERAGING�IS�

straightforward; the term simply refers to investing 

MONEY�IN�EQUAL�AMOUNTS�AT�REGULAR�INTERVALS��/NE�

WAY�TO�DO�THIS�IS�WITH�A�LUMP�SUM�THAT�YOUmD�PREFER�TO�

invest gradually – for example, by taking £50,000 and 

INVESTING�|������EACH�MONTH�FOR����MONTHS��

Alternatively, you could pound-cost average on an 

open-ended basis by investing, say, £5,000 every 

MONTH��4HIS�PRINCIPLE�MEANS�THAT�YOU�INVEST�NO�MATTER�

WHAT�THE�MARKET�IS�DOING��0OUNDCOST�AVERAGING�CAN�

also help investors limit losses, while also instilling a 

SENSE�OF�INVESTMENT�DISCIPLINE�AND�ENSURING�THAT�YOUmRE�

BUYING�AT�EVERLOWER�PRICES�IN�DOWN�MARKETS�

Market timing 

Investment professionals often say that the secret 

of good portfolio management is a simple one – 

MARKET�TIMING��.AMELY��TO�BUY�MORE�ON�THE�DAYS�

when the market goes down, and to sell on the 

DAYS�WHEN�THE�MARKET�RISES��

!S�AN�INDIVIDUAL�INVESTOR��YOU�MAY�ÚND�IT�MORE�DIFÚCULT�

TO�MAKE�MONEY�THROUGH�MARKET�TIMING��"UT�YOU�COULD�

take advantage of market down days if you save 

REGULARLY��BY�TAKING�ADVANTAGE�OF�POUNDCOST�AVERAGING�

Savings habit

Regular savings and investment schemes can be an 

EFFECTIVE�WAY�TO�BENEÚT�FROM�POUNDCOST�AVERAGING�AND�

they instil a savings habit by committing you to making 

REGULAR�MONTHLY�CONTRIBUTIONS��4HEY�ARE�ESPECIALLY�

useful for small investors who want to put away a

LITTLE�EACH�MONTH��

Investors with an established portfolio might also use 

this type of savings scheme to build exposure a little at 

A�TIME�TO�HIGHERRISK�AREAS�OF�A�PARTICULAR�MARKET�

4HE�SAME�STRATEGY�CAN�BE�USED�BY�LUMP�SUM�INVESTORS�

TOO��-OST�FUND�MANAGEMENT�COMPANIES�WILL�GIVE�YOU�

the option of drip-feeding your lump sum investment 

INTO�FUNDS�IN�REGULAR�AMOUNTS��"Y�EFFECTIVELY�

lSPREADINGm�YOUR�INVESTMENT�BY�MAKING�SMALLER�

contributions on a regular basis, you could help to 

AVERAGE�OUT�THE�PRICE�YOU�PAY�FOR�MARKET�VOLATILITY�

Pound-cost averaging

Any costs involved in making the regular investments 

WILL�REDUCE�THE�BENEÚTS�OF�POUNDCOST�AVERAGING�

�DEPENDING�ON�THE�SIZE�OF�THE�CHARGE�RELATIVE�TO�THE�SIZE�

OF�THE�INVESTMENT��AND�THE�FREQUENCY�OF�INVESTING	�

As the years go by, it is likely that you will be able to 

increase the amount you invest each month, which 

WOULD�GIVE�YOUR�SAVINGS�A�VALUABLE�BOOST�

Increasing the long-term value of your investments

smOOthInG OUt yOUr 
pOrtfOlIO’s retUrns

No matter how small the investment, committing 

to regular saving over the long term can build to 

a sizeable sum. The key to success is giving your 

investment time to grow.

Choose the amount you want to invest and set up 

automatic deposits. Once this is up and running the 

chances are you won’t even notice it going out of your 

monthly budget.

Regular investing may be ideal for people starting out 

or who want to take their first steps towards building 

a portfolio of funds for their long-term future. To find 

out more about the different options available to you, 

please contact us.
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Collective investment schemes can be actively or 

PASSIVELY�MANAGED��-OREOVER��BOTH�INVESTMENT�

strategies can be complementary to each other and 

ARE�FREQUENTLY�USED�SIDE�BY�SIDE�BY�INVESTORS�

Active management

4HE�ACTIVE�MANAGEMENT�STYLE�OF�INVESTING�WILL�TRY�

to beat the returns of the index to which it relates 

q�KNOWN�AS�ITS�BENCHMARK��4HE�INDEX�CONTAINS�THE�

companies whose shares are being bought and sold 

DAILY�BY�THE�FUND��!LL�EQUITIES�BELONG�TO�AT�LEAST�ONE�

index depending on the location of the company and 

THE�TYPE�OF�BUSINESS�

Stock selection

In an active fund, the manager will pick stocks to buy 

and then compare the returns that they make against 

THE�BENCHMARK��'OOD�STOCK�SELECTION�IS�DESIGNED�TO�

pick the companies that the fund manager thinks will 

OUTPERFORM�OTHERS�WITHIN�THE�INDEX��4HE�MANAGER�

does not have to buy all the index stocks; only the 

ones that he or she thinks will rise the most in value, 

or in some cases, pay the best dividends, to give the 

BEST�OVERALL�RETURNS�

Passive management

4HE�PASSIVE�MANAGEMENT�STYLE�OF�INVESTING��ALSO�

known as tracking - the index is called passive 

INVESTING��4YPICALLY�THE�FUND�WILL�BUY�ALL�THE�STOCKS�

IN��FOR�EXAMPLE��THE�&43%�����IN�THE�SAME�PROPORTION�

THEY�REPRESENT�IN�THE�INDEX��

Exchange-Traded Funds

!N�%XCHANGE4RADED�&UND��%4&	�IS�A�COMBINATION�

of the best features of conventional mutual funds 

AND�INDIVIDUAL�STOCKS��'ENERALLY�SPEAKING��AN�%4&�

represents a portfolio of securities (such as stocks, 

bonds or alternative assets), which aims to track the 

PERFORMANCE�OF�A�SPECIÚC�MARKET�INDEX��LIKE�THE�&43%�

���	��!N�%4&�IS�BOUGHT�AND�SOLD�ON�A�STOCK�EXCHANGE��

LIKE�A�SHARE�

The choice is yours

Active fund management means employing highly 

SKILLED�MANAGERS�WHO�CAN�SPOT�THE�BEST�OPPORTUNITIES��

4HEY�ARE�BACKED�BY�RESOURCES�SUCH�AS�RESEARCHERS��

databases and analyst reports in order to decide 

WHICH�EQUITIES�HAVE�THE�BEST�CHANCE�OF�OUTPERFORMING�

Passively managed funds do not involve stock 

picking, since the equities will be chosen in direct 

PROPORTION�TO�THE�INDICES�THAT�THEY�TRACK��4HIS�CAN�

be done using computer programs, cutting down 

ON�THE�COSTS�OF�MANAGEMENT��4HEY�ALSO�DO�NOT�NEED�

extensive research and consequently are cheaper to 

PURCHASE�THAN�ACTIVE�FUNDS�

4HE�STYLE�OF�FUND�YOU�SELECT�IN�YOUR�PORTFOLIO�SHOULD�

BE�CAREFULLY�BALANCED�TOWARDS�YOUR�ÚNANCIAL�GOALS��

Some investors are comfortable in selecting their 

OWN�PORTFOLIO�OF�FUNDS�

Active and passive investing

Investment fOcUs

Achieving the right mix of assets should be your first 

decision. No matter what your investment goals are 

and how much you wish to invest, if you would like us 

to review your particular situation, please contact us.
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Investing in funds provides a simple and effective 

METHOD�OF�DIVERSIÚCATION��"ECAUSE�YOUR�MONEY�IS�

pooled together with that of other investors, each 

fund is large enough to diversify across hundreds 

and even thousands of individual companies and 

ASSETS��!�POOLED��OR�COLLECTIVE	�INVESTMENT�IS�A�FUND�

into which many people put their money, which 

is then invested in one or more asset classes by a 

FUND�MANAGER��

There are different types of pooled investment but 

the main ones are: 

p�/PENENDED�INVESTMENT�FUNDS

p�5NIT�TRUSTS

p�)NVESTMENT�TRUSTS�

p�)NVESTMENT�BONDS�

Good return for investors

-OST�POOLED�INVESTMENT�FUNDS�ARE�ACTIVELY�

MANAGED��4HE�FUND�MANAGER�RESEARCHES�THE�MARKET�

and buys and sells assets to try and provide a good 

RETURN�FOR�INVESTORS�

4RACKERS��ON�THE�OTHER�HAND��ARE�PASSIVELY�MANAGED��

they simply aim to track the market in which they are 

INVESTED��&OR�EXAMPLE��A�&43%����TRACKER�WOULD�AIM�

TO�REPLICATE�THE�MOVEMENT�OF�THE�&43%�����THE�INDEX�

OF�THE�LARGEST�����5+�COMPANIES	��

4RACKERS�MIGHT�DO�THIS�BY�BUYING�THE�EQUIVALENT�

PROPORTION�OF�ALL�THE�SHARES�IN�THE�INDEX�

For technical reasons the return is rarely 

identical to the index, in particular because 

charges need to be deducted�

Actively managed fund

4RACKERS�TEND�TO�HAVE�LOWER�CHARGES�THAN�ACTIVELY�

MANAGED�FUNDS��4HIS�IS�BECAUSE�A�FUND�MANAGER�

running an actively managed fund is paid to invest 

so as to do better than the index (to beat the market) 

or to generate a steadier return for investors than 

TRACKING�THE�INDEX�WOULD�ACHIEVE��/F�COURSE��THE�FUND�

manager could make the wrong decisions and under-

PERFORM�THE�MARKET��!ND�THERE�IS�NO�GUARANTEE�THAT�

an actively managed fund that performs well in one 

YEAR�WILL�CONTINUE�TO�DO�SO��0AST�PERFORMANCE�IS�NO�

GUARANTEE�OF�FUTURE�RETURNS�

4RACKERS�DO�NOT�BEAT�OR�UNDERPERFORM�THE�MARKET�

(except as already noted), but they are not 

necessarily less risky than actively managed funds 

INVESTED�IN�THE�SAME�ASSET�CLASS��/PENENDED�

investment funds and investment trusts can both 

BE�TRACKERS�

Investment fOcUs

Investing in one or more asset classes

pOOleD Investment 
schemes

The old maxim ‘time in the market, not timing 

the market’ has never been more apt than during 

the recent turbulence experienced in the financial 

markets. If you would like to find out more about 

pooled investment schemes, please contact us for 

further information.

trackers 
tend to 
have 
lower 
charges 
than 
actively 
managed 
funds. 
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Open-ended investment funds are often called 

collective investment schemes and are run by fund 

MANAGEMENT�COMPANIES��4HERE�ARE�MANY�DIFFERENT�

TYPES�OF�FUND��4HESE�INCLUDE��

Unit trusts 

p��/%)#S��/PEN%NDED�)NVESTMENT�#OMPANIES��WHICH��

� ARE�THE�SAME�AS�)#6#S�q�)NVESTMENT�#OMPANIES��

� WITH�6ARIABLE�#APITAL	�

p��3)#!6��3OCIÁTÁ�Dm)NVESTISSEMENT�¸�#APITAL�6ARIABLE	

p��&#0S��&ONDS�#OMMUNS�DE�0LACEMENT	�

4HIS�LIST�INCLUDES�CERTAIN�%UROPEAN�FUNDS��WHICH�

are permitted under European legislation to be 

SOLD�IN�THE�5+��

Open-ended funds

4HERE�ARE�MANY�FUNDS�TO�CHOOSE�FROM�AND�SOME�ARE�

VALUED�AT�MANY�MILLIONS�OF�POUNDS��4HEY�ARE�CALLED�

open-ended funds as the number of units (shares) in 

issue increases as more people invest and decreases 

AS�PEOPLE�TAKE�THEIR�MONEY�OUT��

As an investor, you buy units/shares in the hope 

that the value rises over time as the prices of the 

UNDERLYING�INVESTMENTS�INCREASE��4HE�PRICE�OF�THE�UNITS�

DEPENDS�ON�HOW�THE�UNDERLYING�INVESTMENTS�PERFORM��

9OU�MIGHT�ALSO�GET�INCOME�FROM�YOUR�UNITS�THROUGH�

dividends paid by the shares (or income from 

the bonds, property or cash) that the fund has 

INVESTED�IN��9OU�CAN�EITHER�INVEST�A�LUMP�SUM�OR�

SAVE�REGULARLY�EACH�MONTH��

Different asset classes

Open-ended investment funds generally invest in 

one or more of the four asset classes – shares, bonds, 

PROPERTY�AND�CASH��-OST�INVEST�PRIMARILY�IN�SHARES�

BUT�A�WIDE�RANGE�ALSO�INVEST�IN�BONDS��&EW�INVEST�

PRINCIPALLY�IN�PROPERTY�OR�CASH�DEPOSITS��3OME�FUNDS�

will spread the investment and have, for example, 

SOME�HOLDINGS�IN�SHARES�AND�SOME�IN�BONDS��4HIS�CAN�

be useful if you are only taking out one investment 

and, remembering that asset allocation is the key 

to successful investment, you want to spread your 

INVESTMENT�ACROSS�DIFFERENT�ASSET�CLASSES��

4HE�LEVEL�OF�RISK�WILL�DEPEND�ON�THE�UNDERLYING�

INVESTMENTS�AND�HOW�WELL�DIVERSIÚED�THE�OPENENDED�

INVESTMENT�FUND�IS��3OME�FUNDS�MIGHT�ALSO�INVEST�

IN�DERIVATIVES��WHICH�MAY�MAKE�A�FUND�MORE�RISKY��

(OWEVER��FUND�MANAGERS�OFTEN�BUY�DERIVATIVES�TO�HELP�

offset the risk involved in owning assets or in holding 

ASSETS�VALUED�IN�OTHER�CURRENCIES��

Trustee or depository protection

Any money in an open-ended investment fund is 

protected by a trustee or depository, who ensures the 

MANAGEMENT�COMPANY�IS�ACTING�IN�THE�INVESTORSm�BEST�

INTERESTS�AT�ALL�TIMES��

For income, there is a difference in the tax position 

between funds investing in shares and those investing 

IN�BONDS��PROPERTY�AND�CASH��7HICHEVER�TYPE�OF�OPEN

ended investment fund you have, you can reinvest the 

income to provide additional capital growth, but the 

taxation implications are as if you had received the 

DIVIDEND�INCOME��

.O�CAPITAL�GAINS�TAX��#'4	�IS�PAID�ON�THE�GAINS�MADE�

ON�INVESTMENTS�HELD�WITHIN�THE�FUND��"UT��WHEN�YOU�

SELL��YOU�MAY�HAVE�TO�PAY�CAPITAL�GAINS�TAX��

!CTING�IN�THE�INVESTORSm�BEST�INTERESTS�AT�ALL�TIMES

Open-enDeD 
Investment fUnDs 

Building an effective portfolio involves receiving 

professional advice to ensure that your portfolio 

suits your attitude to risk and return. To discuss your 

requirements, please contact us.
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Open-Ended Investment Companies (OEICs) are 

STOCK�MARKETQUOTED�COLLECTIVE�INVESTMENT�SCHEMES��

Like investment trusts and unit trusts they invest in 

A�VARIETY�OF�ASSETS�TO�GENERATE�A�RETURN�FOR�INVESTORS��

4HEY�SHARE�CERTAIN�SIMILARITIES�WITH�BOTH�INVESTMENT�

TRUSTS�AND�UNIT�TRUSTS�BUT�THERE�ARE�ALSO�KEY�DIFFERENCES�

 

Pooled collective investment vehicle

OEICs are a pooled collective investment vehicle in 

COMPANY�FORM�AND�WERE�INTRODUCED�AS�A�MORE�ÛEXIBLE�

ALTERNATIVE�TO�ESTABLISHED�UNIT�TRUSTS��4HEY�MAY�ALSO�

have an umbrella fund structure allowing for many 

SUBFUNDS�WITH�DIFFERENT�INVESTMENT�OBJECTIVES��4HIS�

means you can invest for income and growth in the 

same umbrella fund, moving your money from one 

sub fund to another as your investment priorities or 

CIRCUMSTANCES�CHANGE�

 

"Y�BEING�lOPENENDEDm��/%)#S�CAN�EXPAND�AND�CONTRACT�

IN�RESPONSE�TO�DEMAND��JUST�LIKE�UNIT�TRUSTS��4HE�SHARE�

price of an OEIC is the value of all the underlying 

INVESTMENTS�DIVIDED�BY�THE�NUMBER�OF�SHARES�IN�ISSUE��

As an open-ended fund, the fund gets bigger and more 

SHARES�ARE�CREATED�AS�MORE�PEOPLE�INVEST��4HE�FUND�

shrinks and shares are cancelled as people withdraw 

THEIR�MONEY�

 

Share allocation

9OU�MAY�INVEST�INTO�AN�/%)#�THROUGH�A�3TOCKS�AND�

3HARES�)NDIVIDUAL�3AVINGS�!CCOUNT��)3!	��%ACH�TIME�

you invest in an OEIC fund you will be allocated a 

NUMBER�OF�SHARES��9OU�CAN�CHOOSE�EITHER�INCOME�OR�

accumulation shares, depending on whether you are 

looking for your investment to grow or to provide you 

with income, providing they are available for the fund 

YOU�WANT�TO�INVEST�IN�

 

Like unit trusts, OEICs provide a mechanism for 

investing in a broad selection of shares, thus aiming 

TO�REDUCE�THE�RISKS�OF�INVESTING�IN�INDIVIDUAL�SHARES��

4HEREFORE�YOU�HAVE�AN�OPPORTUNITY�TO�SHARE�IN�THE�

GROWTH�POTENTIAL�OF�STOCK�MARKET�INVESTMENT��(OWEVER��

do remember that your capital is not secured and your 

INCOME�IS�NOT�GUARANTEED�

 

Investment objectives

%ACH�/%)#�HAS�ITS�OWN�INVESTMENT�OBJECTIVES�AND�

the fund manager has to invest to achieve these 

OBJECTIVES��4HE�FUND�MANAGER�WILL�INVEST�THE�MONEY�ON�

BEHALF�OF�THE�SHAREHOLDERS�

 

4HE�VALUE�OF�YOUR�INVESTMENT�WILL�VARY�ACCORDING�TO�

the total value of the fund, which is determined by the 

INVESTMENTS�THE�FUND�MANAGER�MAKES�WITH�THE�FUNDmS�

MONEY��4HE�PRICE�OF�THE�SHARES�IS�BASED�ON�THE�VALUE�OF�

THE�INVESTMENTS�IN�WHICH�THE�COMPANY�HAS�INVESTED�

Expanding and contracting in response to demand

Open-enDeD 
Investment 
cOmpAnIes

We offer expertise covering a range of different 

investment products.To discuss your requirements, 

please contact us.
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Unit trusts are collective investments that allow you 

to participate in a wider range of investments than 

can normally be achieved on your own with smaller 

SUMS�OF�MONEY��0OOLING�YOUR�MONEY�WITH�OTHERS�ALSO�

REDUCES�THE�RISK��

A unit trust fund is divided into units, each of which 

REPRESENTS�A�TINY�SHARE�OF�THE�OVERALL�PORTFOLIO��%ACH�

day the portfolio is valued, which determines the value 

OF�THE�UNITS��7HEN�THE�PORTFOLIO�VALUE�RISES��THE�PRICE�

OF�THE�UNITS�INCREASES��7HEN�THE�PORTFOLIO�VALUE�GOES�

DOWN��THE�PRICE�OF�THE�UNITS�FALL��

Investment decisions

4HE�UNIT�TRUST�IS�RUN�BY�A�FUND�MANAGER��OR�A�TEAM�OF�

MANAGERS��WHO�WILL�MAKE�THE�INVESTMENT�DECISIONS��

4HEY�INVEST�IN�STOCK�MARKETS�ALL�ROUND�THE�WORLD�AND��

for the more adventurous investor, there are funds 

investing in individual emerging markets, such as 

#HINA��OR�IN�THE�SOCALLED�"2)#�ECONOMIES��"RAZIL��

2USSIA��)NDIA�AND�#HINA	��

Alternatively, some funds invest in metals and natural 

RESOURCES��AND�MANY�PUT�THEIR�MONEY�INTO�BONDS��3OME�

offer a blend of equities, bonds, property and cash, 

AND�ARE�KNOWN�AS�BALANCED�FUNDS��)F�YOU�WISH�TO�MARRY�

YOUR�PROÚTS�WITH�YOUR�PRINCIPLES�YOU�CAN�ALSO�INVEST�IN�

AN�ETHICAL�FUND��

Multi-manager funds

Some funds invest not in shares directly but in a 

NUMBER�OF�OTHER�FUNDS��4HESE�ARE�KNOWN�AS�MULTI

MANAGER�FUNDS��-OST�FUND�MANAGERS�USE�THEIR�OWN�

JUDGEMENT�TO�ASSEMBLE�A�PORTFOLIO�OF�SHARES�FOR�THEIR�

FUNDS��WHICH�ARE�KNOWN�AS�ACTIVELY�MANAGED�FUNDS��

(OWEVER��A�SIZEABLE�MINORITY�OF�FUNDS�SIMPLY�AIM�TO�

REPLICATE�A�PARTICULAR�INDEX��SUCH�AS�THE�&43%�!LL3HARE�

)NDEX��4HESE�ARE�KNOWN�AS�PASSIVE�FUNDS��OR�TRACKERS��

Participating in a wider 

range of investments

UnIt trUsts

You may choose to spread your investments across a 

range of unit trusts and have a choice of income and/or 

growth. To discuss your requirements, please contact us.

the unit trust is run 
by a fund manager, or 
a team of managers, 
who will make the 
investment decisions.
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An investment trust is a company with a set number 

OF�SHARES��5NLIKE�AN�OPENENDED�INVESTMENT�FUND��

AN�INVESTMENT�TRUST�IS�CLOSED�ENDED��4HIS�MEANS�

there are a set number of shares available, which 

will remain the same no matter how many investors 

THERE�ARE��4HIS�CAN�HAVE�AN�IMPACT�ON�THE�PRICE�OF�THE�

SHARES�AND�THE�LEVEL�OF�RISK�OF�THE�INVESTMENT�TRUST��

Open-ended investment funds create and cancel units 

DEPENDING�ON�THE�NUMBER�OF�INVESTORS�

The price of the investment trust shares depends on 

two main factors:

p��THE�VALUE�OF�THE�UNDERLYING�INVESTMENTS��WHICH��

 works in the same way as open-ended investment  

 funds); and

p��THE�POPULARITY�OF�THE�INVESTMENT�TRUST�SHARES�IN�

� THE�MARKET�

Closed-ended funds

4HIS�SECOND�POINT�APPLIES�TO�INVESTMENT�TRUSTS�BUT�

not to open-ended investment funds or life assurance 

INVESTMENTS��4HE�REASON�IS�BECAUSE�THEY�ARE�CLOSED

ENDED�FUNDS��4HE�LAWS�OF�ECONOMICS�SAY�THAT�IF�

there is a high demand for something, but limited 

SUPPLY��THEN�THE�PRICE�GOES�UP��3O��IF�YOU�OWN�SOME�

investment trust shares and there are lots of people 

queuing up to buy them, then you can sell them for 

MORE�MONEY��/N�THE�OTHER�HAND��IF�NOBODY�SEEMS�TO�

want them, then you will have to drop the price until 

SOMEONE�IS�PREPARED�TO�BUY�

4HE�RESULT�IS�THAT�INVESTMENT�TRUST�SHARES�DO�

NOT�SIMPLY�REÛECT�THE�VALUE�OF�THE�UNDERLYING�

INVESTMENTS��THEY�ALSO�REÛECT�THEIR�POPULARITY�IN�

THE�MARKET��4HE�VALUE�OF�THE�INVESTMENT�TRUSTmS�

UNDERLYING�INVESTMENTS�IS�CALLED�THE�lNET�ASSET�VALUEm�

�.!6	��)F�THE�SHARE�PRICE�IS�EXACTLY�IN�LINE�WITH�THE�

underlying investments, then it is called ‘trading at 

PARm��)F�THE�PRICE�IS�HIGHER�BECAUSE�THE�SHARES�ARE�

POPULAR��THEN�IT�IS�CALLED�lTRADING�AT�A�PREMIUMm��AND�IF�

LOWER��lTRADING�AT�A�DISCOUNTm��4HIS�FEATURE�MAY�MAKE�

them more volatile than other pooled investments 

�ASSUMING�THE�SAME�UNDERLYING�INVESTMENTS	�

Improving performance

4HERE�IS�ANOTHER�DIFFERENCE�THAT�APPLIES�TO�INVESTMENT�

TRUSTS��THEY�CAN�BORROW�MONEY�TO�INVEST��4HIS�IS�

CALLED�lGEARINGm��'EARING�IMPROVES�AN�INVESTMENT�

TRUSTmS�PERFORMANCE�WHEN�ITS�INVESTMENTS�ARE�DOING�

WELL��/N�THE�OTHER�HAND��IF�ITS�INVESTMENTS�DO�NOT�DO�

AS�WELL�AS�EXPECTED��GEARING�LOWERS�PERFORMANCE�

.OT�ALL�INVESTMENT�TRUSTS�ARE�GEARED�AND�DECIDING�

whether to borrow and when to borrow is a 

JUDGEMENT�THE�INVESTMENT�MANAGER�MAKES��!N�

investment trust that is geared is a higher-risk 

investment than one that is not geared (assuming the 

SAME�UNDERLYING�INVESTMENTS	�

Split-capital investment trusts 

A split-capital investment trust (split) is a type of 

investment trust that sells different sorts of shares to 

investors depending on whether they are looking for 

CAPITAL�GROWTH�OR�INCOME��3PLITS�RUN�FOR�A�ÚXED�TERM��

4HE�SHARES�WILL�HAVE�VARYING�LEVELS�OF�RISK��AS�SOME�

investors will be ahead of others in the queue for 

MONEY�WHEN�THE�TRUST�COMES�TO�THE�END�OF�ITS�TERM�

4HE�TAX�POSITION�IS�LARGELY�THE�SAME�AS�FOR�OPENENDED�

INVESTMENT�FUNDS��9OU�SHOULD�BE�AWARE�THAT�TAX�

LEGISLATION�CHANGES�CONSTANTLY�AND�YOU�SHOULD�ÚND�

OUT�THE�MOST�CURRENT�POSITION�

2EÛECTING�POPULARITY�IN�THE�MARKET

Investment trUsts

There is significant potential for increasing your 

wealth through investing, but only if your money 

is invested in the right way. To discuss your 

individual requirements, please contact us.
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Investment bonds are designed to produce medium- 

to long-term capital growth, but can also be used to 

GIVE�YOU�AN�INCOME��4HEY�ALSO�INCLUDE�SOME�LIFE�COVER��

4HERE�ARE�OTHER�TYPES�OF�INVESTMENT�THAT�HAVE�lBONDm�

in their name (such as guaranteed bonds, offshore 

bonds and corporate bonds) but these are very 

DIFFERENT��7ITH�AN�INVESTMENT�BOND��YOU�PAY�A�LUMP�

sum to a life assurance company and this is invested 

FOR�YOU�UNTIL�YOU�CASH�IT�IN�OR�DIE��

Medium- to long-term

Investment bonds are not designed to run for a 

SPECIÚC�LENGTH�OF�TIME�BUT�THEY�SHOULD�BE�THOUGHT�

OF�AS�MEDIUM�TO�LONGTERM�INVESTMENTS��AND�YOUmLL�

OFTEN�NEED�TO�INVEST�YOUR�MONEY�FOR�AT�LEAST�ÚVE�YEARS��

4HERE�WILL�USUALLY�BE�A�CHARGE�IF�YOU�CASH�IN�THE�BOND�

DURING�THE�ÚRST�FEW�YEARS�

4HE�BOND�INCLUDES�A�SMALL�AMOUNT�OF�LIFE�ASSURANCE�

and, on death, will pay out slightly more than the value 

OF�THE�FUND��3OME�INVESTMENT�BONDS�OFFER�A�GUARANTEE�

THAT�YOU�WONmT�GET�BACK�LESS�THAN�YOUR�ORIGINAL�

INVESTMENT�BUT�THIS�WILL�COST�YOU�MORE�IN�CHARGES��

Range of funds

9OU�CAN�USUALLY�CHOOSE�FROM�A�RANGE�OF�FUNDS�TO�INVEST�

IN��FOR�EXAMPLE��5+�AND�OVERSEAS�SHARES��ÚXED�INTEREST�

SECURITIES��PROPERTY�AND�CASH��)NVESTMENT�BONDS�CAN�

also offer a way of investing in funds managed by 

OTHER�COMPANIES�BUT�THIS�MAY�LEAD�TO�HIGHER�CHARGES�

 

Investment risk can never be eliminated but it is 

possible to reduce the ups and downs of the stock 

market by choosing a range of funds to help you 

AVOID�PUTTING�ALL�YOUR�EGGS�IN�ONE�BASKET��$IFFERENT�

investment funds behave in different ways and are 

SUBJECT�TO�DIFFERENT�RISKS��0UTTING�YOUR�MONEY�IN�A�

range of different investment funds can help reduce 

THE�LOSS��SHOULD�ONE�OR�MORE�OF�THEM�FALL��

Tax payments

Depending on your circumstances, the overall amount 

of tax you pay on investment bonds may be higher 

than on other investments (such as a unit trust, for 

INSTANCE	��"UT�THERE�MAY�BE�OTHER�REASONS�TO�PREFER�

AN�INVESTMENT�BOND��/R�YOU�MAY�WANT�TO�SET�UP�THE�

investment within a trust as part of your inheritance 

tax planning (but note that you normally lose access to 

AT�LEAST�SOME�OF�YOUR�MONEY�IF�YOU�DO�THIS	��

9OU�CAN�NORMALLY�WITHDRAW�UP�TO���PER�CENT�OF�THE�

original investment amount each year without any 

IMMEDIATE�INCOME�TAX�LIABILITY��4HE�LIFE�ASSURANCE�

company can pay regular withdrawals to you 

AUTOMATICALLY��4HESE�WITHDRAWALS�CAN�THEREFORE�

provide you with regular payments, with income tax 

DEFERRED��FOR�UP�TO����YEARS�

A range of funds for the medium- to long-term

Investment BOnDs 

Whether you want to consider a managed fund, or a more 

focused investment objective utilising a specialist fund, 

please contact us to discuss your individual requirements.
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Investment BOnDs 

Investment bonds 
are designed to 
produce medium- 
to long-term 
capital growth, 
but can also be 
used to give you 
an income. 
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InDIvIDUAl sAvInGs 
AccOUnts
Individual Savings Accounts (ISAs) were 

introduced in April 1999 by the Government to 

REPLACE�0ERSONAL�%QUITY�0LANS��0%0S	�AND�4AX�
%XEMPT�3PECIAL�3AVINGS�!CCOUNTS��4%33!S	��
During this current tax year you can shelter up 

TO�|�������FROM�TAX�BY�INVESTING�IN�AN�)3!��

ISA allowance 

%ACH�TAX�YEAR�YOU�HAVE�AN�)3!�ALLOWANCE��&OR�
the tax year 2013/2014 (6 April 2013 until 

5 April 2014) you can save up to £5,760 in a 

Cash ISA with the remainder in a Stocks and 

Shares ISA, or you can invest your full allowance 

IN�A�3TOCKS�AND�3HARES�)3!��9OUmRE�ONLY�
permitted to invest with one Cash ISA provider 

in each tax year and the same, or another, 

3TOCKS�AND�3HARES�)3!�PROVIDER�

Make up any unused shortfall

)F�YOU�HAVENmT�ALREADY�USED�UP�YOUR�FULL�)3!�
ALLOWANCE�YOU�CANmT�RETROSPECTIVELY�MAKE�UP�
ANY�UNUSED�SHORTFALL�LATER�q�ITmS�LOST�FOREVER��
5+�RESIDENTS�AGED����AND�OVER�CAN�CHOOSE�TO�
save in a Cash ISA or, if they are 18 or over, a 

3TOCKS�AND�3HARES�)3!�OR�A�COMBINATION�OF�BOTH��
Parents or guardians can also open a Junior ISA 

FOR�CHILDREN�UNDER����

4HE�INTEREST�ON�A�#ASH�)3!�ISNmT�TAXED��SO�ALL�THE�
INTEREST�YOU�EARN�YOU�KEEP��7ITH�A�3TOCKS�AND�
Shares ISA, all gains are free from capital gains 

TAX��#'4	�AND�YOU�DONmT�NEED�TO�DECLARE�YOUR�
)3!�INVESTMENTS�TO�THE�TAXMAN�

ISA options

9OU�CAN�INVEST�IN�TWO�SEPARATE�)3!S�IN�ANY�ONE�
TAX�YEAR��A�#ASH�)3!�AND�A�3TOCKS�AND�3HARES�)3!��
4HIS�CAN�BE�WITH�THE�SAME�OR�DIFFERENT�PROVIDERS��
By using a Stocks and Shares ISA, you invest 

in longer-term investments such as individual 

SHARES�OR�BONDS��OR�POOLED�INVESTMENTS�

In the current 2013/14 tax year you can invest 

A�TOTAL�OF�|�������INTO�AN�)3!�IF�YOU�ARE�A�5+�
RESIDENT�AGED����OR�OVER��9OU�CAN�SAVE�UP�
to £5,760 in a Cash ISA, or up to a maximum of 

|�������IN�A�3TOCKS�AND�3HARES�)3!��

Cash ISA only

£5,760 maximum in a Cash ISA

or

Stocks & Shares ISA only

£11,520 maximum in a Stocks and Shares ISA

or

Cash ISA and Stocks & Shares ISA

.O�MORE�THAN�|������IN�A�#ASH�)3!�AND�THE�
balance in a Stocks and Shares ISA up to a 

combined total of £11,520

Tax-efficient matters

)3!S�ARE�TAXEFÚCIENT�INVESTMENTS�WITH�NO�INCOME�
TAX�ON�ANY�INCOME�TAKEN�FROM�THE�)3!��4HERE�IS�
NO�#'4�ON�ANY�GAINS�WITHIN�AN�)3!��)NTEREST�PAID�
on uninvested cash within the Stocks and Shares 

)3!�IS�SUBJECT�TO�A����PER�CENT�(-�2EVENUE�
��#USTOMS��(-2#	�ÛATRATE�CHARGE��)NTEREST�
RECEIVED�IN�A�#ASH�)3!�IS�TAXFREE��$IVIDENDS�FROM�
equities are paid with a 10 per cent tax credit 

which cannot be reclaimed in an ISA but there is 

NO�ADDITIONAL�TAX�TO�PAY��9OU�DONmT�HAVE�TO�INFORM�
the taxman about income and capital gains from 

ISA savings and investments�

!�TAXEFÚCIENT�WRAPPER�FOR�YOUR�FUND�CHOICES
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If you hold bond funds in your ISA, the income 

GENERATED�WOULD�BE�FREE�OF�INCOME�TAX��4HIS�
COULD�BE�A�REAL�BENEÚT�IF�YOU�NEED�TO�TAKE�AN�
income from your investments, perhaps as 

YOU�NEAR�RETIREMENT��%VEN�IF�YOU�DONmT�WANT�TO�
invest in bonds at the moment, you may want 

to move money from equity funds into bonds in 

the future, perhaps when you need to take an 

income from your investments or if you want to 

reduce the level of risk in your portfolio as you 

NEAR�RETIREMENT�

Transferring your ISA

If you have money saved from a previous tax 

year, you could transfer some or all of the money 

from your existing Cash ISA to a Stocks and 

Shares ISA without this affecting your annual 

)3!�INVESTMENT�ALLOWANCE��(OWEVER��ONCE�YOU�
have transferred your Cash ISA to a Stocks and 

Shares ISA it is not possible to transfer it back 

INTO�CASH�

)3!S�MUST�ALWAYS�BE�TRANSFERRED��YOU�CANmT�
close the old one and start a new one, otherwise 

YOU�WILL�LOSE�THE�TAX�ADVANTAGE��)F�APPROPRIATE��
you may wish to consider switching an existing 

Stocks and Shares ISA if you feel the returns are 

NOT�COMPETITIVE��"UT�IF�YOU�HAVE�A�ÚXEDRATE�)3!��
you should check whether you may have to pay 

A�PENALTY�WHEN�TRANSFERRING��

For further information about your ISA options, please 

contact us to discuss your requirements.

IsAs are tax-efficient investments 
with no income tax on any income 
taken from the IsA.
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Finding the right offshore investments can be a key 

FACTOR�IN�MAKING�THE�MOST�OF�YOUR�WEALTH��AND�ITmS�NOT�ONLY�

FOR�THE�WEALTHIEST�OF�INVESTORS��7ITH�A�FEW�WELLADVISED�

DECISIONS�YOU�COULD�BROADEN�YOUR�INVESTMENT�PORTFOLIO��

If appropriate, offshore bonds may provide an 

opportunity for your assets to grow in a tax-free 

ENVIRONMENT��4HEY�ALSO�ALLOW�YOU�TO�CHOOSE�WHEN�ANY�

TAX�LIABILITY�BECOMES�PAYABLE��4HERE�ARE�A�NUMBER�OF�

OTHER�TAX�BENEÚTS�WITH�OFFSHORE�BONDS��ESPECIALLY�IF�YOU�

HAVE�SPENT�TIME�LIVING�ABROAD��"UT�THEY�ARE�COMPLEX�

STRUCTURES�THAT�REQUIRE�PROFESSIONAL�ÚNANCIAL�ADVICE�

International finance centres

7HILE�MANY�INVESTORS�WILL�BE�AWARE�THAT�INVESTING�IN�

an Individual Savings Account (ISA) or pension can 

help reduce their tax bill, you may be less familiar 

WITH�OFFSHORE�BONDS��,IKE�PENSIONS�AND�)3!S��OFFSHORE�

BONDS�ARE�EFFECTIVELY�lWRAPPERSm�INTO�WHICH�YOU�PLACE�

YOUR�INVESTMENTS��FOR�EXAMPLE��FUNDS�OR�CASH��4HEY�ARE�

offered by life insurance companies which operate from 

INTERNATIONAL�ÚNANCE�CENTRES�

4HE�MAIN�TAX�BENEÚT�OF�INVESTING�IN�AN�OFFSHORE�BOND�

IS�GROSS�ROLLUP��4HIS�MEANS�THAT�ANY�UNDERLYING�

INVESTMENT�GAINS�ARE�NOT�SUBJECT�TO�TAX�AT�SOURCE�q�APART�

FROM�AN�ELEMENT�OF�WITHHOLDING�TAX��7ITH�AN�ONSHORE�

bond, life fund tax is payable on income or gains made 

BY�THE�UNDERLYING�INVESTMENT��4HIS�MEANS�YOUR�OFFSHORE�

investment has the potential to grow faster than one 

IN�A�TAXED�FUND�

Tax deferral

As long as investments are held within the offshore 

BOND�WRAPPER��YOU�DONmT�PAY�ANY�INCOME�TAX�OR�CAPITAL�

gains tax on them and you can switch between 

DIFFERENT�FUNDS�TAXFREE��7HILE�YOU�DO�HAVE�TO�PAY�TAX�

on any gains when you withdraw assets, there are 

a number of ways you can potentially reduce the 

AMOUNT�YOU�PAY�

9OU�CAN�WITHDRAW�UP�TO���PER�CENT�OF�YOUR�INITIAL�

investment every year for 20 years, and defer paying 

TAX�UNTIL�A�LATER�DATE��)F�YOU�ARE�A�HIGHERRATE�TAXPAYER�

now but expect to become a basic-rate taxpayer when 

you retire, you can defer cashing in your assets until 

retirement and possibly pay half the tax due on any 

GAIN�REALISED�

New owner’s tax rate

9OU�CAN�ASSIGN��TRANSFER�OWNERSHIP	�AN�OFFSHORE�BOND�q�

or parts of it – as a gift without the recipient incurring 

any income or capital gains tax, although this may cause 

AN�)NHERITANCE�4AX��)(4	�LIABILITY�IF�YOU�WERE�TO�DIE�

WITHIN�SEVEN�YEARS��!LL�FUTURE�TAX�ON�WITHDRAWALS�WILL�BE�

CHARGED�AT�THE�NEW�OWNERmS�TAX�RATE��IF�ANY��4HIS�CAN�BE�

A�TAXEFÚCIENT�WAY�TO�HELP�FUND�YOUR�CHILDRENmS�UNIVERSITY�

fees, for example, since your children are likely to be low 

OR�NONEARNERS�AS�STUDENTS��0UTTING�AN�OFFSHORE�BOND�

IN�A�TRUST�COULD�HELP�YOUR�FAMILY�REDUCE�OR�AVOID�)(4��

PROVIDED�YOU�LIVE�FOR�SEVEN�YEARS�AFTER�SETTING�IT�UP�

Understand each jurisdiction

Investor compensation schemes tend not to be as 

DEVELOPED�AS�IN�THE�5+��SO�YOU�SHOULD�ALWAYS�OBTAIN�

professional advice to ensure that you fully understand 

EACH�JURISDICTION��)T�IS�ALSO�IMPORTANT�TO�ENSURE�THAT�

you are investing in an offshore investment that is 

APPROPRIATE�FOR�THE�LEVEL�OF�RISK�YOU�WISH�TO�TAKE�

If you are an expatriate you should make sure that 

you are aware of all the investment opportunities 

available to you and that you are minimising your tax 

LIABILITY��)NVESTING�MONEY�OFFSHORE�IS�A�VERY�COMPLEX�

AREA�OF�ÚNANCIAL�PLANNING�AND�YOU�SHOULD�ALWAYS�OBTAIN�

PROFESSIONAL�ADVICE��#URRENCY�MOVEMENTS�CAN�ALSO�

AFFECT�THE�VALUE�OF�AN�OFFSHORE�INVESTMENT�

OffshOre BOnDs
5TILISING�TAX�DEFERRAL�BENEÚTS�TO�MINIMISE�TAX�LIABILITIES

Any potential investor unsure of their tax position 

is recommended to take professional advice before 

investing. For further information, or to consider if 

investing offshore could be appropriate to your particular 

investment objectives, please contact us. 
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InvestInG fOr IncOme
Safeguarding your money at a time of low interest rates

(OW�DO�YOU�GENERATE�A�RELIABLE�INCOME�WHEN�INTEREST�

rates are stuck at all-time lows and the Bank of 

%NGLANDmS�QUANTITATIVE�EASING�POLICY�OF�lPRINTINGm�MONEY�

IS�SQUEEZING�YIELDS�ON�GOVERNMENT�BONDS��GILTS	�AND�

other investments? Investors today can still rely on a 

WELLBALANCED�PORTFOLIO�TO�MEET�THEIR�NEEDS�FOR�INCOME��

(OWEVER��THEY�MUST�BE�OPENMINDED�ABOUT�THE�SOURCES�

of that income, and recognise that low-risk income 

GENERATION�IS�A�THING�OF�THE�PAST�

-ARK�#ARNEY��THE�NEW�'OVERNOR�OF�THE�"ANK�OF�

England, has inaugurated a policymaking revolution by 

announcing that the central bank will hold interest rates 

AT�THEIR�PRESENT�RECORD�LOW�LEVEL�OF�����PER�CENT�UNTIL�THE�

NATIONAL�UNEMPLOYMENT�RATE�FALLS�TO�AT�LEAST���PER�CENT��

Under its latest economic forecasts the Bank does not 

expect this target to be hit until the second half of 2016, 

implying that the cost of borrowing throughout the 

ECONOMY�WILL�REMAIN�LOW�FOR�THREE�MORE�YEARS�

If you are an income-seeker, much will come down to 

YOUR�ATTITUDE�TO�RISK�FOR�RETURN��)F�YOU�WANT�NO�OR�VERY�

low risk, you may wish to consider a traditional cash 

bank account and accept that income levels are likely to 

REMAIN�LOW�FOR�THE�FORESEEABLE�FUTURE��(OWEVER��IF�YOUmRE�

further up the risk scale you may wish to opt for some of 

THESE�OTHER�ALTERNATIVES�

Gilts

)F�YOUmRE�WILLING�TO�TAKE�ON�A�SLIGHTLY�HIGHER�DEGREE�OF�RISK�

and you need the extra income, you may wish to consider 

gilts (or gilt-edged stocks), which are bonds issued by 

THE�'OVERNMENT�AND�PAY�A�ÚXED�RATE�OF�INTEREST�TWICE�A�

YEAR��'ILTS�INVOLVE�MORE�RISK�THAN�CASH��BECAUSE�THEREmS�A�

CHANCE�THE�'OVERNMENT�WONmT�BE�ABLE�TO�PAY�YOU�BACK��

)TmS�HIGHLY�UNUSUAL�FOR�A�GOVERNMENT�TO�DEFAULT�ON�A�DEBT�

or default on the interest payments, so they have been 

CONSIDERED�SAFE��"UT�IN�THIS�CURRENT�ECONOMIC�CLIMATE��

THIS�RISK�INCREASES�

9OU�ARE�NOT�GUARANTEED�TO�GET�ALL�YOUR�CAPITAL�BACK�UNDER�

ALL�CIRCUMSTANCES��.OT�ALL�GILTS�ARE�BOUGHT�FROM�THE�

Government and held to maturity; some are bought and 

SOLD�ALONG�THE�WAY��SO�THEREmS�A�CHANCE�FOR�THEIR�VALUE��

AND�THE�VALUE�OF�GILT�FUNDS��TO�RISE�AND�FALL��4HERE�ARE�

other types, such as index-linked gilts, which form the 

LARGEST�PART�OF�THE�GILT�PORTFOLIO�AFTER�CONVENTIONAL�GILTS��

(ERE�THE�COUPON�IS�RELATED�TO�MOVEMENTS�IN�THE�2ETAIL�

0RICES�)NDEX��20)	�AND�IS�LINKED�TO�INÛATION��

Corporate bonds

.EXT�ALONG�THE�RISK�SCALE�IF�YOU�ARE�LOOKING�FOR�A�

HIGHER�YIELD�ARE�CORPORATE�BONDS��4HESE�ARE�ISSUED�BY�

companies and have features that are exactly the same 

as gilts except that, instead of lending money to the 

'OVERNMENT��YOUmRE�LENDING�TO�A�COMPANY��4HE�RISK�LIES�

in the fact that companies may go bust and the debt may 

NOT�BE�REPAID��4HEY�HAVE�A�NOMINAL�VALUE��USUALLY�|���	��

which is the amount that will be returned to the investor 

ON�A�STATED�FUTURE�DATE��THE�REDEMPTION�DATE	��4HEY�ALSO�

PAY�A�STATED�INTEREST�RATE�EACH�YEAR��USUALLY�ÚXED��4HE�

value of the bonds themselves can rise and fall; however, 

the fact that bonds are riskier at the moment means 

companies are paying more in order to induce people to 

BUY�THEIR�DEBT��4HERE�ARE�AN�INCREASING�NUMBER�OF�GLOBAL�

bond funds entering the market that may enable you to 

GET�VALUE�FROM�A�LOT�OF�DIFFERENT�MARKETS��

Equity income

)F�YOUR�PRIMARY�OBJECTIVE�IS�THE�PRESERVATION�OF�INCOME��

you may not consider the stock market as the obvious 

PLACE�FOR�YOUR�MONEY��(OWEVER��FOR�INVESTORS�WHO�ARE�

PREPARED�TO�SEE�THEIR�INVESTMENTS�ÛUCTUATE�IN�VALUE�

while hopefully providing a stable income that grows 

over time, you may wish to consider equity income 

FUNDS��4HESE�INVEST�IN�SHARES��FOCUSING�ON�THE�BIG�BLUE

CHIP�ÚRMS�THAT�HAVE�A�TRACK�RECORD�OF�GOOD�DIVIDEND�

PAYMENTS��4HE�DIVIDENDS�WILL�BE�YOUR�INCOME��

Global equity income funds

&URTHER�UP�THE�RISK�SCALE�ARE�GLOBAL�EQUITY�INCOME�FUNDS��

4HESE�ARE�SIMILAR�TO�5+�FUNDS��EXCEPT�THAT�THERE�ARE�ONLY�

A�HANDFUL�OF�THE�BIG�BLUECHIP�ÚRMS�THAT�PAY�RELIABLE�

DIVIDENDS�IN�THE�5+��WHEREAS�GLOBAL�DIVERSIÚCATION�

OFFERS�A�SIGNIÚCANT�RANGE�OF�COMPANIES�TO�CHOOSE�FROM��

Investing in other currencies brings an added level of 

RISK��UNLESS�THE�FUND�HEDGES�THE�CURRENCY�

Equity income investment trusts

Equity income investment trusts are higher risk but 

SIMILAR�TO�OTHER�EQUITY�INCOME�INVESTMENTS��4HEY�ARE�

structured differently from unit trusts and open-ended 
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INVESTMENT�COMPANIES��)NVESTMENT�TRUSTS�ARE�CLOSED

ENDED��4HEY�ARE�STRUCTURED�AS�COMPANIES�WITH�A�LIMITED�

NUMBER�OF�SHARES��4HE�SHARE�PRICE�OF�THE�FUND�MOVES�

up and down depending on the level of demand, so the 

price of the trust depends not only on the value of the 

underlying investments but also on the popularity of the 

TRUST�ITSELF��)N�DIFÚCULT�TIMES��WHEN�INVESTORS�ARE�SELLING�

up, trusts are likely to see their share price fall more than 

THE�VALUE�OF�THEIR�UNDERLYING�INVESTMENTS��4HIS�MEANS�

they also have more potential for greater returns once 

BETTER�TIMES�RESUME��)NVESTMENT�TRUST�SHARE�PRICES�ARE�

THEREFORE�OFTEN�AT�A�lDISCOUNTm�OR�lPREMIUMm�TO�THE�VALUE�OF�

THE�ASSETS�IN�THE�FUND�

If you are an income-seeker and want to discuss the 

investment products and services we offer, please 

contact us for further information.

equity income investment 
trusts are higher risk but 
similar to other equity 
income investments. 
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sOcIAlly respOnsIBle 
InvestInG
�.OT�SACRIÚCING�YOUR�LIFE�PRINCIPLES�IN�EXCHANGE�FOR�
CHASING�THE�BEST�ÚNANCIAL�RETURNS

For investors concerned about global warming and 

other environmental issues, there are a plethora 

of ethical investments that cover a multitude of 

DIFFERENT�STRATEGIES��4HE�TERMS�lETHICAL�INVESTMENTm�

AND�lSOCIALLY�RESPONSIBLE�INVESTMENTm��32)	�ARE�

often used interchangeably to mean an approach to 

selecting investments whereby the usual investment 

criteria are overlaid with an additional set of ethical 

OR�SOCIALLY�RESPONSIBLE�CRITERIA��

Ethical criteria

4HE�%THICAL�)NVESTMENT�2ESEARCH�3ERVICE��%)2)3	�

DEÚNES�AN�ETHICAL�FUND�AS�lANY�FUND�WHICH�DECIDES�

that shares are acceptable, or not, according to 

positive or negative ethical criteria (including 

ENVIRONMENTAL�CRITERIA	m�

Funds that use negative screening, known as dark 

green funds, exclude companies that are involved 

in activities that the fund manager regards as 

UNETHICAL��%ACH�FUND�GROUP�HAS�A�SLIGHTLY�DIFFERENT�

DEÚNITION�OF�WHAT�IS�UNETHICAL��BUT�THIS�TYPICALLY�

includes gambling, tobacco, alcohol and arms 

MANUFACTURING��)T�COULD�ALSO�COVER�POLLUTION�OF�THE�

environment, bank lending to corrupt regimes and 

TESTING�OF�PRODUCTS�ON�ANIMALS��

Positive screening funds 

Positive screening funds use positive criteria to 

SELECT�SUITABLE�COMPANIES��&UNDS�THAT�TAKE�THIS�

approach look for companies that are doing positive 

good, such as those engaged in recycling, alternative 

ENERGY�SOURCES�OR�WATER�PURIÚCATION��3O�AN�ETHICAL�

fund of this type might buy shares in a maker of 

WIND�TURBINES�OR�SOLAR�PANELS��

Engagement funds 

Engagement funds take a stake in companies and 

then use that stake as a lever to press for changes 

IN�THE�WAY�THAT�THE�COMPANY�OPERATES��4HIS�COULD�

mean persuading oil and mining companies to take 

greater care over the environmental impact of their 

operations or pressing companies to offer better 

TREATMENT�OF�THEIR�WORKERS��

In addition, this process may involve making 

JUDGEMENTS�REGARDING�THE�EXTENT�TO�WHICH�SUCH�

investments are perceived to be acceptable, 

and about the potential for improving through 

engagement the ethical performance of the party 

OFFERING�THE�INVESTMENT��

Best financial returns

Ethical investors will believe that they should not (or 

NEED�NOT	�SACRIÚCE�THEIR�LIFE�PRINCIPLES�IN�EXCHANGE�

FOR�CHASING�THE�BEST�ÚNANCIAL�RETURNS��WITH�SOME�

arguing that in the long term, ethical and SRI funds 

have good prospects for out-performing the general 

INVESTMENT�SECTORS��

3INCE�ETHICAL�INVESTMENT��BY�DEÚNITION��REDUCES�

the number of shares, securities or funds in which 

you can invest, it tends to increase the volatility 

OF�THE�PORTFOLIO�AND�THEREFORE�THE�RISK�PROÚLE��4HIS�

can be mitigated by diversifying between funds, 

and between different styles of funds and fund 

MANAGERS��,IKE�THEIR�NONETHICAL�EQUIVALENTS��SOME�

ETHICAL�FUNDS�ARE�MUCH�HIGHER�RISK�THAN�OTHERS��

To find out more or to discuss your ethical options, 

please contact us.
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ventUre cApItAl trUsts
7EALTHIER�INVESTORS�TAKING�A�LONGTERM�VIEW

!�6ENTURE�#APITAL�4RUST��6#4	�IS�A�COMPANY�WHOSE�

SHARES�TRADE�ON�THE�,ONDON�STOCK�MARKET��!�6#4�

AIMS�TO�MAKE�MONEY�BY�INVESTING�IN�OTHER�COMPANIES��

4HESE�ARE�TYPICALLY�VERY�SMALL�COMPANIES�THAT�ARE�

looking for further investment to help develop their 

BUSINESS��4HE�6#4�OFTEN�INVESTS�AT�AN�EARLY�STAGE�

IN�A�COMPANYmS�DEVELOPMENT��SO�IT�IS�A�HIGHER�RISK�

INVESTMENT��4HIS�MEANS�THAT�THE�6#4S�ARE�AIMED�AT�

wealthier investors who can afford to take a long-term 

VIEW�AND�ACCEPT�FALLS�IN�THE�VALUE�OF�THEIR�INVESTMENT�

Attractive tax benefits

6#4S�ALSO�OFFER�SOME�ATTRACTIVE�TAX�BENEÚTS��)F�YOU�

are a tax payer, you will receive a tax rebate of up to 

���PER�CENT���������	�WHEN�INVESTING�IN�A�6#4��4HE�

initial investment, up to a maximum of £200,000 per 

person per annum, attracts 30 per cent provided it is 

HELD�FOR�AT�LEAST�ÚVE�YEARS��

9OU�NEED�TO�BE�AWARE�THAT�THIS�IS�A�TAX�REBATE�AND�

restricted to the amount of income tax you pay; 

TAX�DEDUCTED�AT�SOURCE�ON�DIVIDENDS�IS�NOT�ELIGIBLE��

4HIS�REBATE�IS�ONLY�AVAILABLE�WHEN�YOU�INVEST�IN�A�

NEW�ISSUE�OF�SHARES�IN�A�6#4�OR�A�TOPUP��BUT�ITmS�

WORTH�NOTING�THAT�IF�YOU�BUY�6#4S�ON�THE�SECONDARY�

market in the same tax year these count towards the 

|��������ALLOWANCE��DESPITE�THE�FACT�YOU�DONmT�RECEIVE�

THE�INCOME�TAX�INCENTIVE�

Tax-free dividends

Capital gains and dividends are also tax-free when 

YOU�EVENTUALLY�DISPOSE�OF�A�6#4��ALTHOUGH�THERE�IS�

NO�RELIEF�FOR�CAPITAL�LOSSES��"Y�BUYING�SHARES�IN�AN�

EXISTING�6#4�QUOTED�ON�THE�STOCK�MARKET�YOU�BECOME�

ELIGIBLE�FOR�A�CAPITAL�GAINS�TAX�EXEMPTION�AND�BENEÚT�

FROM�TAXFREE�DIVIDENDS�AS�THEY�ARE�PAID��(OWEVER��TO�

obtain the 30 per cent tax relief against income tax 

YOU�MUST�BUY�SHARES�IN�A�6#4�VIA�A�NEW�SUBSCRIPTION��

6#4S�INVEST�IN�UNQUOTED�BUSINESS��SO�THEY�ARE�HIGH�

risk and they can be illiquid, and management costs 

CAN�ALSO�BE�HIGH�
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ventUre cApItAl trUsts enterprIse 
Investment schemes
!TTRACTIVE�TAX�BREAKS�AS�PART�OF�A�DIVERSIÚED�INVESTMENT�PORTFOLIO

Enterprise Investment Schemes (EISs) are tax-

EFÚCIENT�VEHICLES�SET�UP�TO�ENCOURAGE�INVESTMENT�INTO�

SMALL��UNQUOTED�TRADING�COMPANIES��&OLLOWING�THE�

changes announced in various Budgets, the EIS is the 

ONLY�TAXEFÚCIENT�INVESTMENT�OFFERING�A�CAPITAL�GAINS�

TAX��#'4	�DEFERRAL��#'4�ON�THE�DISPOSAL�OF�OTHER�

assets can be deferred by reinvesting the proceeds 

IN�%)3�SHARES�

An EIS allows Income tax relief of 30 per cent 

(2013/14) on a maximum subscription of £1 million 

(provided that an individual does not acquire an 

INTEREST�OF�MORE�THAN����PER�CENT�OF�THE�COMPANY	��

Individuals may elect to treat their subscription for 

EIS shares, up to their maximum annual allowance, 

AS�IF�MADE�IN�THE�PREVIOUS�TAX�YEAR��

Gains are exempt from capital gains tax if held 

FOR�A�PERIOD�OF���YEARS�OR�MORE��!NY�SIZE�OF�CAPITAL�

gain made on the disposal of any kind of asset can 

BE�lDEFERREDm�BY�REINVESTMENT�INTO�%)3COMPLIANT�

COMPANIES��4HE�DEFERRED�GAIN�IS�THEN�DUE�ON�THE�SALE�

of the EIS shares unless the sale is to a spouse or on 

THE�DEATH�OF�THE�SHAREHOLDER�

Investments in EIS-compliant shares can attract 

)NHERITANCE�4AX�BUSINESS�PROPERTY�RELIEF��"02	�

equal to 100 per cent of the investment value on 

GIFTING�OR�ON�DEATH�

Tax-free growth

EIS funds fall into two distinct camps: those 

that wind up after the three years required for 

investments to be held to qualify (known as ‘planned 

EXIT�%)3Sm	�AND�THOSE�THAT�CARRY�ON�UNTIL�INVESTORS�

AGREE�THAT�A�WINDUP�MAKES�COMMERCIAL�SENSE��&OR�

EIS funds and portfolios, the manager may not be 

ABLE�TO�INVEST�AS�QUICKLY�AS�HOPED��4HIS�MAY�REDUCE�

the return on your investment, and the investment 

MAY�LOSE�ITS�%)3�STATUS�OR�TAX�RELIEF�MAY�BE�DELAYED��

Investments in smaller companies will generally 

not be publicly traded or freely marketable and 

MAY�THEREFORE�BE�DIFÚCULT�TO�SELL��4HERE�WILL�BE�A�BIG�

difference between the buying price and the selling 

PRICE�OF�THESE�INVESTMENTS��4HE�PRICE�MAY�CHANGE�

QUICKLY�AND�IT�MAY�GO�DOWN�AS�WELL�AS�UP�

Wealthier investors

Investing in an EIS is at the top end of the risk scale, 

BUT�IN�RETURN�YOU�RECEIVE�ATTRACTIVE�TAX�BREAKS��!S�

high-risk investments, EISs may only be suitable 

FOR�WEALTHIER�INVESTORS�AS�PART�OF�A�DIVERSIÚED�

INVESTMENT�PORTFOLIO��4HE�PAST�PERFORMANCE�OF�AN�%)3�

is not a reliable indicator of future results and you 

should not subscribe to an EIS unless you have taken 

APPROPRIATE�PROFESSIONAL�ADVICE�

enterprise 
Investment 
schemes 
(eIss) are 
tax-efficient 
vehicles set up 
to encourage 
investment 
into small, 
unquoted 
trading 
companies.
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What is the right investment 

approach for you?

All investments are not equal, and knowing 

what to invest in, when to invest in it and how 

MUCH�TO�INVEST�ARE�DIFÚCULT�QUESTIONS�TO�ANSWER��

!S�YOUR�LIFE�CHANGES�OVER�TIME�ITmS�IMPORTANT�TO�

ENSURE�THAT�YOUR�ÚNANCIAL�OBJECTIVES�CONTINUE�

TO�MEET�YOUR�NEEDS��4O�DISCUSS�YOUR�ÚNANCIAL�

position or to review what type of investment 

approach is right for you, please contact us for 

FURTHER�INFORMATION�

Contact us today


